ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SECTION DESCRIPTION
Grayish green clay - no reaction w. HCl

8 Dark brown - no reaction w. HCl - clay
    mm-thick lam. of 3% Grl - intensely disturbed (prob. by drilling)

v. dark gy clay - no reaction w. HCl
CLAYEY ZEOLITIC SILT

- Contact is gradational
- Motley of NG/ to gy greenish clay silt, f.s. sand
- ZEOLITIC SILT

- Pale yellowish green to grayish green clay
- No reaction w. HCl
- Motley of NG/

- Dark gy clay - no rxn w. HCl

- Contact is gradational, marked by waxy lam.
- Greenish gy clay w. no reaction w. HCl

CLAYSTONE